PROFESSIONAL PLAGIARISM PREVENTION

iThenticate is the leader in professional plagiarism prevention. Leading publishers and research organizations use iThenticate to ensure the originality of work before professional publication.

A Simple, Fast, INTUITIVE APPLICATION

iThenticate is designed for speed and ease-of-use so that publishers, authors and researchers can quickly upload, check and examine documents in just a few minutes. iThenticate is accessed through a web-based interface and requires little to no training. If users can attach documents to an email, then they will be comfortable using iThenticate. iThenticate helps researchers share documents and collaborate as groups. In-depth analytics provide visibility into content submissions and levels of originality over time.

We can now reassure our community that we are doing all we can to preserve the integrity of our journals and to protect our author’s work against future plagiarism.
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The Standard for RESEARCHERS AND PUBLISHERS

iThenticate compares every submitted paper to a massive database of content from over 90,000 major newspapers, magazines, scholarly journals, and books as well as a database of over 14 billion current and archived pages of web content. In addition, iThenticate checks materials from over 50,000 scholarly journals and more than 150 STM publishers. Publishing partners include CrossRef, Gale, Emerald Journals, ABC-CLIO, SAGE Reference, PubMed, Pearson, McGraw-Hill, Wiley and EBSCOhost.

Comprehensive REPORTING

Within moments of submitting a document to iThenticate, a similarity report is produced that shows matches to documents in the iThenticate database. Similarity Reports include an overall similarity index that shows the overall percentage of matched content in the document and a list of all matched sources that make up the similarity index. Other reports include:

- **Side-by-side comparison** of the document to matched sources in the database.
- **Largest matches** reports that show where the sources and text of the largest content matches in the document.
- **Summary report** that provides a high-level overview of matched content in the document.

Identify unoriginal content in 3 EASY STEPS

| STEP 1 | UPLOAD |
| Choose document files to upload to iThenticate. |

| STEP 2 | COMPARE |
| Your document is compared against a vast database of content. |

| STEP 3 | REPORT |
| Review the originality of your work in easy-to-use similarity reports. |
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iThenticate offers peace of mind when we run these reports so, god forbid, we run into an issue down the line we can go back to the report.
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Leading Institutions TRUST ITHENTICATE

About IPARADIGMS
iParadigms, LLC is the world’s leading provider of web-based solutions for plagiarism prevention. The company’s products include Turnitin, used by educators worldwide to check students’ papers for originality, to enable web-based peer review and for digital grading of student work. iParadigms’ iThenticate solution enables publishers, research facilities, government agencies, financial institutions, legal firms and now authors and researchers to reliably check submitted materials for originality before publication. The company’s solutions check millions of documents each month and are used in over 100 countries. iParadigms is headquartered in Oakland, CA with an international office located in Newcastle, United Kingdom. iParadigms is backed by Warburg Pincus. http://www.iparadigms.com and http://www.ithenticate.com

iThenticate dovetails into our editorial controls perfectly, and by placing the logo on our website and literature it means we are not fooling around when it comes to plagiarism.
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